INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS	[BHOPAL
Coming to the question of   reforms in the States   and   the   introduction
therein of democratic forms of Government,  I would like to paint oat, that, as far
as I know, the Princes are by no means opposed to the  principles of democracy.
After all,  the true aims and  objects  of all forms at government are the same,
be they on the lines of Indian kingship or,  the  American  Republic.   In the
former the final  authority  is vested  in a  Ruler, in the latter in a small group
of politicians^ but the goal of both  is identical,  namely,  government for the
benefit and  uptift  of the people.    Both can serve the best interests of a country
and be a blessing to humanity •  and both are  open   to  temptations  and can
be a menance to a people.
Why then quarrel about forms? Why initiate methods of administration so
far unkn'own to the country? Instead, why not reform ourselves where reforms
are needed and yet retain our indigenous system which has stood the test of
centuries? Let nobody for a moment suspect that when we hold views against
an immediate change to democracy, we are opposed to its principles, We do so
because we believe that a fully democratic #overnm»»nt can only be successful
in a country where a very large number of the people know what is best for them,
I iAtt honest examination of our conditions, I am afraid, reveals that at the
present stage of our moral, mental and physical development, this is not the
case with us. The fact is that the people's ignorance of modern and progressive
idea's makes the'm an easy prey to bigotted conservatism, which leads to most,
deplorable communal strifes, and creates a feeling of aversion in their minds
to the initiation of elementary, social and other reforms. Their opposition to
their education, and their obstinacy against the adoption of modern medical,
sanitary and scientific method^, stand in the,way.of their political progress,
;» You cannot alter  these conditions by a  wave of the  magic wand,   Y'ou
need .centuries of persistent and .honest work, and I think  that  it  would  not be
practical  politics, to   aspire   to   rule  with any success a  medieval  people by
twentieth century methods.   After- all, one :cannot lose sight of the fact that an
ig^or^nt'and irresponsible .democracy Is,- and   can be,   the  greatest  danger to •
a £oxjritry,s atid, .thereby, .to  the peace of  the whole  world.   1  am convinced
triat  the success of an .oriental people  lies in their remaining oriental.   I arm-
afraid  we have already had  too many western  ideas  forced  on  our ••eastern
minds,  and  that  too  at  the expense of our own culture, and to the detriment
oftour civilisation. .»There is .no, more  roonq  left  for  any  further additions  to
t(j^se,^at least not  till we feel sure that this progress will not kad u§ to become ,
completely oblivious  of India's   own  greater  past ;  my  earnest  advice  to  all
true sons of the  country, is  that jtfyey should fully consider and weigh,the.pros
and. cons before they thiiik of demolishing.an existing edifice,	,,       i
I offer this advice pot as a Kiiler, but as one who is your countryman,
an<J as one whp is,£$pu4 u> be abje to call himself as belonging to ypu; and
here 'I would*lpce to strike a pers9nal note. You all know better than anyone .
else,, that Tnave^been brought up and" educated as a democrat and, as a, na^iona-
\\st.\l have spent the best part' of my life at my AJma Mater amongst some of
the, poorest and humblest af my countrymen.	,
* It, is rio.t a secret that I have,lived with them as one qf the.m.   I have served,
ia, and worked for, this country as an ordinary servant'of the  State,, and  it
was nothing else  but Divine "Will which, by a sequence of unforeseen accidents,
brdught me to the position that I hold to-day ; but this cannot make me  forget
the l^sons | * have learnt in the past.	,     „.,
tfl w4ntf to" make no secret of "it  that I have very strong leanings towards
democf(a2y V tot*fhe western form of democracy, but 'democracy in the broader
sense of,the' word. "But it .is'this very democratic tendency that makes me
feel convinced, that it is no't right'for anyone to .force, in an autocratic fashion,
ideal of exotic froms of government on a people completely ignorant of their
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principles aita the^ir objectives,	,
Proceeding His Highness advisecl the members ot the legislature not to atiuse
e 0£ ipter^	the Goveriiment1 in a tremendous
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ol waaeces§ary. and  extra workj. to educate their* constituents in the
citizenship and5 to 'train local talent" for'holdihg offices

